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Questions and comments
Respondents

74
Question
1
How do you want Cradley & Storridge to develop? Examples may
Responded
1.3 Continue to develop as it is now.
34
N
10
N/O
6
Of total
67.57%
Y
Encourage small businesses
Continue rate of last 10 years
Pub and shop open Mondays needed
In danger of losing its heart
Need deve plan not ad hoc
Preserve conservation area and AONB
Slowly
Nice mix of families, retirees, commuters, local workers. Would be nice
to have more facilities eg PO,m pub, village green
Small pockets of development with minimum impact on stunning views
1 and 2 not possible - lots of people don't work and facilities can't be
sustained
Keep as a village
Further controlled devpmt with appropriate facilities
A balanced mix of people generating a successful community as it is at
the moment
Yes but with imaginative planning and guidance to what everyone wants
which is why we are producing an NDP presumably.
It needs to develop at a faster rate to justify and maintain having a
doctors practice, school and to provide customers for a shop and post
office, pub etc.This might help to save hat little public transport that
exists.
No development or progression in Storridge - It is needed!
It would be preferable for the village to grow according to its local
housing needs with developments to be sympathetic to the character of
the village and the existing residents. The current infrastructure and
facilities (shops/schools/buses/doctors etc.) should be maintained and
developed as required by the growth of the village.
Must retain a bus service
post offices facilities as arranged
we have enough now no more
Enough evelopment in worcs/malvern anyway
Current development is piecemeal - NO!
The village is divided an losing amenities. More thought need to be
given to medium and long term planning objectives and decisions not
made purely on individual applications.
the village seems to be a good mixture of commuters, people working
locally and retired. It seems to produce a good sense of community so
let's keep it like that.

